
For more information, reach out to your Dropbox sales representative or contact Adobe at (800) 915-9430.

Together, Adobe and 
Dropbox provide individuals 
and teams with greater 
flexibility to work the way 
they want 

Increase mobile productivity
Connect your Dropbox and Adobe accounts to 
quickly find and send your Dropbox files in a 
seamless workflow

Securely share your work
Share folders with variable permissions 
throughout the collaborative review process 
so colleagues have the right level of access to 
modify documents

Collaborate with PDF files on the go
Highlight or annotate text from your mobile 
device and all changes will be automatically 
saved in Dropbox, so you can easily share the 
most up-to-date content with your collaborators

Simplify review cycles
Delta, LAN, and streaming sync allow Dropbox 
to sync changes for even the largest files faster 
and more reliably than alternative solutions

Share and preview Photoshop, Illustrator 
and XD files with your team on Dropbox
No matter their role on your team, your 
co-workers will be able to see a preview of  
your designs across Dropbox on web, Android 
and iOS

Streamline design collaboration without 
disrupting your workflow
Members of your extended team will also be 
able to use the comments and annotations 
features directly in Dropbox

Access, edit, sign, and save PDFs stored 
in Dropbox through our Adobe  
Acrobat integration.

Stay in your creative flow by making 
it easier to find your latest Creative 
Cloud documents in Dropbox.
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Dropbox is simplifying the way people work together, 
helping them do more with the tools they already know 
and love

• Easy access to and editing of any kind of file from the 
cloud on mobile and desktop

• File sharing with both internal and external 
contributors to increase collaboration efficiency

• Automatic saving of changes to your files in Dropbox

Adobe is changing the world through digital experiences, 
helping customers create, deliver and optimize content 
and applications

• With Adobe Document Cloud, you can transform 
current document processes into all-digital 
experiences. Quickly transform paper processes into 
all-digital workflows, cut costs and deliver better 
customer experiences.

• For creative professionals, Adobe Creative Cloud 
gives you access to a collection of software used 
for graphic design, video editing, web development, 
photography, along with a set of mobile applications 
and cloud services
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